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C. Wendl Winter Semester 2023–24

PROBLEM SET 11
To be discussed: 17.01.2024

Instructions

This homework will not be collected or graded, but it is highly advisable to at least think through all of
the problems before the next week’s lectures, as the problems will often serve as mental preparation for the
lecture material. Solutions will be discussed in the Übung.

1. A long time ago, I promised you a homework problem showing that for every simplicial complex
K � pV, Sq, the canonical chain map Φ : Co

�pKq Ñ C∆
� pKq sending ordered n-simplices pv0, . . . , vnq to

oriented n-simplices rv0, . . . , vns is a chain homotopy equivalence, thus proving that the two versions
of simplicial homology are naturally isomorphic. This is that problem.

Notice that for any subcomplex L � K, ΦpCo
�pLqq � C∆

� pLqq. This can be interpreted as a form of
naturality if we view Co

� and C∆
� as functors on the category of subcomplexes of K, with morphisms

L Ñ L1 defined by inclusion: indeed, any nested pair of subcomplexes L � L1 � K gives rise to a
commutative diagram

Co
�pLq C∆

� pLq

Co
�pL

1q C∆
� pL

1q,

Φ

Φ

where the two vertical maps are the chain maps induced by the inclusion L ãÑ L1. We will now use
the method of acyclic models to find a chain homotopy inverse Ψ : C∆

� pKq Ñ Co
�pKq for Φ.

As a preliminary step, we need to introduce a reduced version of simplicial homology. The definition
should seem familiar: assume P is a simplicial complex with only one vertex, let ϵ : K Ñ P denote the
unique simplicial map, and define

rHo
�pKq :� ker

�
Ho
�pKq

ϵ�
ÝÑ Ho

�pP q
	
, rH∆

� pKq :� ker
�
H∆
� pKq

ϵ�
ÝÑ H∆

� pP q
	
.

(a) Prove that for any coefficient group G,

Ho
npK;Gq �

# rHo
npK;Gq `G if n � 0,rHo
npK;Gq if n � 0,

and that the analogous relation between rH∆
� pK;Gq and H∆

� pK;Gq also holds.

(b) Show that rHo
�pK;Gq is also the homology of an augmented chain complex rCo

�pK;Gq of the form

. . . ÝÑ Co
2 pK;Gq

B
ÝÑ Co

1 pK;Gq
B
ÝÑ Co

0 pK;Gq
ϵ
ÝÑ G ÝÑ 0 ÝÑ 0 ÝÑ . . . ,

i.e. rCo
npK;Gq � Co

npK;Gq for all n � �1 but rCo
�1pK;Gq � G. Describe the augmentation map

ϵ : Co
0 pK;Gq Ñ G in this complex explicitly, and show that the analogous statement also holds

for rH∆
� pK;Gq.

We next define a simplicial analogue of the cone of a topological space. Let CK � pCV,CSq denote
the simplicial complex whose vertex set CV is the union of V with one extra element v8 R V , and
whose simplices consist of all sets of the form σ Y tv8u for σ P S, plus all their subsets. It is not hard
to show that the polyhedron |CK| is then homeomorphic to the cone of |K|, thus it is contractible,

and the isomorphism H∆
� pCKq � H�p|CK|q implies rH∆

� pCKq � 0. But this does not immediately

imply rHo
�pCKq � 0, since we haven’t yet proved Ho

� and H∆
� are isomorphic.
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(c) For integers n ¥ 0, consider the homomorphism h : Co
npCKq Ñ Co

n�1pCKq determined by the

formula hpv0, . . . , vnq :� pv8, v0, . . . , vnq. Find a definition of h : Z � rCo
�1pCK;Zq Ñ Co

0 pCK;Zq
that makes rCo

�pCK;Zq h
ÝÑ rCo

��1pCK;Zq into a chain homotopy between the chain maps 1 :rCo
�pCK;Zq Ñ rCo

�pCK;Zq and 0 : rCo
�pCK;Zq Ñ rCo

�pCK;Zq, and deduce that rHo
�pCK;Zq � 0.

(d) For a given simplicial complex K, let us say that a chain map Ψ : C∆
� pK;Zq Ñ Co

�pK;Zq is natural
if C∆

0 pK;Zq Ψ
Ñ Co

0 pK;Zq is determined by the formula Ψrvs :� pvq and for every subcomplex
L � K, Ψ sends C∆

� pL;Zq into Co
�pL;Zq. Use the method of acyclic models to prove that a

natural chain map Ψ : C∆
� pK;Zq Ñ Co

�pK;Zq exists and is unique up to chain homotopy.
Hint: Proceed by induction on the degree n, and construct Ψ first on “model” subcomplexes
L � K that consist of a single n-simplex and all its faces.

If you’ve gotten this far, then you can probably guess how the rest of the proof that H∆
� pKq �

Ho
�pKq goes: one must similarly show the uniqueness up to chain homotopy of natural chain maps

Co
�pK;Zq Ñ C∆

� pK;Zq, Co
�pK;Zq Ñ Co

�pK;Zq and C∆
� pK;Zq Ñ C∆

� pK;Zq, which would imply that
Φ �Ψ and Ψ �Φ are each chain homotopic to the identity. Applying the functor bG then extends this
result to an arbitrary coefficient group G. I suggest you work out the remaining details the next time
you get bored on a long train ride.

2. For inverse systems over an arbitrary directed set pI, q, prove each of the following:

(a) For any inverse system tXα, φαβu of topological spaces, abelian groups or chain complexes,

limÐÝtXαu �

"
txαuαPI P

¹
αPI

Xα

���� φαβpxβq � xα for all β ¡ α

*
,

with the associated maps φα : limÐÝtXβu Ñ Xα defined for each α P I as restrictions of the natural
projections

±
β Xβ Ñ Xα. Show moreover that in the case of topological spaces, the topology

on limÐÝtXαu is the weakest one for which the maps φα are all continuous. In the case of chain
complexes, how is the boundary operator on limÐÝtXαu defined?

(b) Consider the special case of part (a) in which the Xα are topological spaces that are all subsets
(with the subspace topology) of some fixed space X, β ¡ α if and only if Xβ � Xα and the
maps φαβ : Xβ Ñ Xα are the natural inclusions. Show that

�
α Xα with the natural inclusions

φα :
�

β Xβ ãÑ Xα defines an inverse limit of the system.

(c) Prove that for any inverse system tXα, φαβu of nonempty compact Hausdorff spaces, limÐÝtXαu is
a nonempty space.
Hint: This depends on Tychonoff’s theorem, which implies that

±
αPI Xα in this case is a compact

space. One possible approach is to construct a net txβ P
±

α XαuβPI such that for each β P I, the

coordinates xβ
α P Xα of xβ satisfy xβ

α � φαβpx
β
βq for every α   β. One can then prove that every

cluster point of this net is an element of limÐÝtXαu.

(d) A subset I0 � I is called a cofinal set if for every α P I there exists some β P I0 such that β ¡ α.
Suppose tXα, φαβu is an inverse system over pI, q in any category, and I0 � I is a cofinal set with
the property that for every α, β P I0 with α   β, φαβ P MorpXβ , Xαq is an isomorphism. Prove
that limÐÝtXαu is then isomorphic to Xγ for any γ P I0, and describe the associated morphisms

limÐÝtXβu
φαÝÑ Xα for every α P I.

Advice: If universal properties in arbitrary categories make your head spin too much, feel free to
work specifically in Top, Ab or Chain, so that you can use the result of part (a).

3. Can you think of an example of a path-connected space X for which qH1pX;Z2q � 0 � H1pX;Z2q?
Hint: Take the suspension of something that is connected but not path-connected.

4. Find an example of a compact space X that is connected but not path-connected and is the inverse
limit of a system tXαu of path-connected spaces, and conclude: H�

�
limÐÝtXαu

�
� limÐÝtH�pXαqu. In

other words, the singular homology functor is not continuous with respect to inverse limits.
Comment: In contrast, Čech homology is continuous on compact pairs. This is one of its selling points.
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